


GENERAL IN'STRUCTIONS FOR SHUFFLE ALLEY 

1. INSTALLATION: See Installation Instructions. After game is assembledr plug in connection
jacks tightly. Plug line cord into A.C. ONLY, 60 cycles, 115 volts. The power to this game is
controlled by a toggle switch which is located under the front part of the cabinet.

2. In low voltage areas (105 Volts or less) an additional boost in the output voltage of the trans
former can be obtained by switching Rotary Adjustment Jack to "LOW".

3. To prevent abuse and cheating of this game, a vibration switch is installed on the back-door.
Instructions for sensitivity are located adjacent to the switch.

4. To make the playfield rollover switches accessible for servicing, remove two screws from the
access panel located directly below the switches and pull panel forward.

5. To make the retractable pins accessible for servicing, remove (2) wood screws from the top of
the hood panel and lift panel.

6. To remove pin panel completely, remove (2) shipping screws from bottom front of pin panel,
plus (2) screws from bottom member of hood frame, drop hood glass, disconnect jacks, then
slide pin panel forward.

1. To change lite bulbs in hood insert, remove (2) screws from bottom member of hood frame and
drop hood glass.

8. To remove back glass, pull back on lock brackets at inside top of back box. From front of game,
lift glass up and out. 

9. The equipment panel (insert) is hinged for better servicing. 

10. This game has multiple methods of play. Press the button on the front of the cabinet, at the 
start of the game, to select the type of scoring desired.

A. REGULATION: Scoring is identical to official bowling.

B. STRIKES 90: This game scores 90 for a strike, 60 for a spare. Player continues to shoot
as long as he makes a strike. A spare, or blow, will advance to next players turn, or to
next frame.

C. BONUS SCORING: The bonus game scores as indicated on the backglass. Frames 1 thru 7
score 300 for a strike and 200 for a spare. Frames 8 thru 10 score 600 for a strike and
400 for a spare. In addition, frames 1 thru 10 advance the BONUS SCORE, 400 for a
strike and 200 for a spare. The BONUS SCORE on the backglass shows only the accumu
lated bonus of the player who is up. After the 10th frame each player shoots one addi
tional frame to collect the accumulated bonus score. The full bonus is transfered to the
players score for a strike. One half of the bonus is transfered to the players score for a
spare. A blow loses the bonus score.

D. DUAL FLASH: Strike and spare scores are indicated by flashing lites. Lites stop on first
shot if a strike is made. If a strike is not made, lites flash for spare score.

E. FLASH SCORING: Strike and spare scores are indicated by flashing lites. Lites stop
flashing when the pins are hit on first shot.

11. For a faster playing game, the spare shot can be thrown immediately after the first shot. NO
waiting for the score. 
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